Snowboard Levels 1-9

1 Flatland & Mobility

2 Using lifts and developing speed and directional control

3 Linking turns on beginner slopes and comfortable on chairlifts

4 Riding greens on the mountain, start riding switch

5 Starting to ride blue runs, steeper slopes and different snow conditions, ok riding switch

6 Comfortable on blue runs, beginning bumps, medium terrain parks, start riding 1 foot out (on easiest green terrain for teaching / Hand-in-hand purposes)

7 Comfortable riding groomed black runs, WP Halfpipe, solid switch riding on blue to black terrain including some bumps

8 Riding all blacks, park, pipe big bumps and switch. Dynamic riding in variable terrain and snow conditions

9 Mastery of snowboarding anytime, anywhere including dynamic cross-under switch carving, freestyle and extreme terrain